
Additional Endorsements for Put Your Worries Here   . . .  
“Put Your Worries Here is an empowering, engaging, and wonderfully user-friendly journal designed 

to help teens struggling with anxiety to identify triggers which cause stress and discomfort, to learn 
effective self-soothing and coping skills, and to redirect energy toward building healthy self-esteem.”

—Joan Merlo, LCSW, psychotherapist in private practice with children, teens, and adults in Highland 
Park, IL; and staff therapist at Family Service of Glencoe in Glencoe, IL

***

“To change a behavior, you must have the will and the skill. Through a self-guided journey, Lisa 
Schab’s Put Your Worries Here is an empowering tool that gives teens the skills to overcome anxiety. 
Rather than the ‘experts’ telling you what you should feel, each page helps you discard anxiety and lets 

you know that you are in control of your feelings. This book is a first step in getting control of your 
life.”

—Tom Worthen, PhD, editor of Broken Hearts Healing, and adjunct professor at Utah State University

***

“Put Your Worries Here utilizes clinically-based prompts for teens with anxiety. Mindfulness, gratitude, 
self-compassion, and many other anxiety-reducing practices are skillfully incorporated into this 
empowering tool. The journal creates opportunities for teens to redefine their relationship with their 

worries. Beyond the powerful content, this journal engages teens in a creative and fun way.”

***

“This creative journal can be used independently or as an adjunct to therapy. The activities are creative, 
thought-provoking and allow teens to explore their anxiety in a safe way. It is a wonderful supplement 

to Lisa Schab's other works in the area of anxiety.”

***

“I am a therapist who specializes in anxiety and was eager to see if this could be useful for my 
younger clients, and I have to say that I think it is a wonderful tool. I think much of it can be useful for 

adult clients as well. The beginning of the book has a helpful section that gives information about 
anxiety. This is super important, because the more someone knows about anxiety, the better off they are 
battling it. There is also a section on how to use the journal, which is helpful in giving an anxious reader 
“permission” to release any perfectionist tendencies that may inhibit full use of the book. The inventive 
prompts then gently guide the reader through a variety of calming and coping exercises that are derived 

from evidence-based therapies. I will definitely recommend this book to clients.

***

I also asked a middle-schooler that I personally know to have a look at the book and tell me what she 
thought. Here’s what she had to say: 

‘What I love about Put Your Worries Here is that it’s super easy to use! The thought-provoking 
pages and inspirational quotes are effective, simplistic, and calming. As a teen myself, this book/
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journal is really relevant and helpful. I especially love the drawing prompts. I really enjoy drawing, 
and the open-ness of it makes you think! 

I would totally recommend this to my friends and anyone looking to find some mindfulness and 
counter-anxiety strategies. I will definitely revisit this!’” 

Erica (age 14)

***

“What a great book!  Teens these days are certainly anxious. Sound research has established that many 
children and teens have been deprived of imaginative play, and are paying the price with high levels of 

anxiety and depression. However, it is difficult to be anxious while playing. Put your Worries Here 
invites teens (or young adults, even older adults!) to play. -- Play with thoughts, ideas, and fears by 

purposeful doodling, drawing, and creative writing. Lisa Schab welcomes teens into their own private 
world of imagination, self-awareness and inner peace. Donald Winnicott, a pioneer in play therapy, 

would surely love her book! As a psychotherapist and mother, I highly recommend it.

***

“A friend gave me this book and I was so taken by how fun and interactive it was I knew I had to get 
more. I sent it to my daughter because she and my granddaughter deal with anxiety. And I bought one 

for my sister who is a therapist, hoping she could pass it along to some of her clients. It’s just light and 
feel good by taking some of the heaviness and fear out of anxiety. It’s written for teens but I don’t see 

why everyone wouldn’t get value from this book.

***

“I received this book at a talk that I attended. Being a therapist myself, I was interested to see what the 
book would have to offer teens with anxiety. I loved flipping through all of the pages and seeing the 
creative ways they can target their anxious thoughts. A lot of the prompts were circled back to ACT, 

DBT, and CBT methods of treatment which I appreciated as these are evidenced-based practices. The 
author did a great job turning these methods into something fun and relatable for teens. I think the 
prompts were also relatable because they came from a nonjudgmental stance and really normalized the 

fact that we all have anxious thoughts from time to time. Highly recommend for anxious teens or 
adults that could benefit from a creative outlet for their anxiety.”
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